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Introduction

Methodology

Problem Statement
Insufficient understanding of wood's flexural behavior,
especially regarding different grain configurations,
impedes effective material selection and structural
design in wood-based applications.

Wood is a fundamental material widely used in
construction, furniture making, and various industries
due to its unique properties. However, there remains a
significant gap in our understanding of how different
wood types respond to external forces, particularly
under flexural loading conditions. This lack of
comprehensive knowledge extends to variations in
grain configuration, which can have profound effects
on wood's mechanical properties. By investigating the
flexural behavior of common wood types and their
responses to diverse grain configurations, this research
aims to provide valuable insights to inform material
selection and enhance structural design. Through
systematic experimentation and analysis, we seek to
advance the field of wood science and engineering,
ultimately improving the efficiency and reliability of
wood-based applications.

• Utilizing a collaborative approach, data sets from 13 
research groups were integrated for comprehensive 
analysis.

• Wood samples, representing six common types with 
distinct grain configurations (birch, white oak, 
bamboo, maple, pine, and walnut), were obtained 
from the instructor.

• Measurements of volume and weight were taken for 
density calculation.

• A standardized 3-point bend test was conducted, 
ensuring elongation zeroed at 6N, with a 0.25mm 
resolution for elongation and a 5-second wait time 
per data point until fracture.

• Thorough documentation was maintained 
throughout experimentation using a standard form.

• Each group meticulously observed and described the 
behavior of the wood samples, including auditory 
cues.

• Integrated data sets enabled comprehensive analysis 
of the flexural characteristics across different grain 
configurations of birch, white oak, bamboo, maple, 
pine, and walnut.

• Rigorous statistical analysis was conducted to 
identify trends and variations in flexural behavior.

Results

Conclusion

Flexural strength (MPa)Wood Type
50.26240493Common Pine
29.10743371Select Pine
13.02408814Bamboo with grain
2.92349302Bamboo cross grain
60.3771378Birch with grain

8.390479808Birch cross grain
219.88518White Oak with grain

30.97418249White Oak cross grain
223.7046802Maple with grain
40.29158037Maple cross grain

• The values for flexural strength of each wood type 
and grain configuration were calculated using the 
formula:

σ = 
∗ ∗
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where: σ is the flexural strength (MPa)
Fmax is the maximum  force applied (N)

L is the length of  the sample (m)
w is the width of  the sample (m)

t is the thickness of  the sample (m)
• We then computed the average value for each sample's 

flexural strength. These results are shown in the table 
below:

• The flexural strength testing yielded significant 
variations among the different wood types and grain 
configurations. White Oak and Maple demonstrated 
the highest flexural strength values, particularly 
when tested with the grain orientation. Conversely, 
Bamboo exhibited lower flexural strength values, 
notably decreasing when tested against the grain.

• These findings emphasize the importance of 
considering both wood type and grain configuration 
in structural design and material selection. Wood 
species with higher flexural strength, such as White 
Oak and Maple, may be preferred for applications 
requiring greater structural integrity. In contrast, 
Bamboo, especially against the grain, may be better 
suited for applications prioritizing flexibility over 
strength.

• In summary, our comprehensive study provides 
invaluable insights into the mechanical properties of 
common wood types, thereby facilitating informed 
decision-making processes in industries such as 
construction, furniture making, and structural 
engineering.


